National Choir Festival

Name of Choir: ________________________________   Director:___________________________________________

Note: Choirs will not be permitted to stand on
altar level (top step) nor use risers

Two steps leading from Nave to Altar level. Steps are 38” wide and 1” deep

Landing in front of Altar steps - 6’ from front of landing to first step

6’ from front of landing to first row of pews

Well before the Festival, you should measure, tape off and rehearse within the stage dimensions, thereby avoiding any delays or changes at the event.

Please diagram your choir’s arrangement and location of any needed chairs and/or stands. Please use “X” for each student, squares for any chairs needed, and “•” for any music stands needed.

Total number of chairs needed: ______  Using provided grand piano? (Y/N) _____

Total number of stands needed: ______  Using church’s organ? (Y/N) _____